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A number of hypotheses have suggested that the principal neurological dysfunction
responsible for the behavioural symptoms associated with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactive
Disorder (ADHD) is likely rooted in abnormal phasic signals coded by the firing rate of
midbrain dopamine neurons. We present a formal investigation of the impact atypical
phasic dopamine signals have on behaviour by applying a TD λð Þ reinforcement learning
model to simulations of operant conditioning tasks that have been argued to quantify the
hyperactive, inattentive and impulsive behaviour associated with ADHD. The results
presented here suggest that asymmetrically effective dopamine signals encoded by a
punctate increase or decrease in dopamine levels provide the best account for the behaviour
of children with ADHD as well as an animal model of ADHD, the spontaneously
hypertensive rat (SHR). The biological sources of this asymmetry are considered, as are
other computational models of ADHD.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is the most
common childhood onset disorder encountered in primary care
settings (Sutker and Adams, 2001). Approximately 3–7% of the
population falls within diagnostic criteria, which include devel-
opmentally inappropriate hyperactive, impulsive and inattentive
behaviour (DSM-IV, 1994). Although thesebehavioural symptoms
are poorly operationalized, they are commonly observed as
excessive motor movement, excessive manipulation of objects,
difficulty staying seated, and difficulty waiting one's turn
(Barkley, 1997a). ADHD typically manifests itself before the age
of 7, is persistent, and is present in two or more settings (e.g.
home and school) (DSM-IV, 1994). Longitudinal research has
shown that approximately 50–80% of children with ADHD will
continue to have the disorder into adolescence, with 30–50%
continuing on into adulthood (Barkley, 1997b). In severe cases,
social and psychological development are at risk (Scahill and
Schwab-Stone, 2000; Taylor, 1994) which likely contributes to a
higher incidence of social dysfunction and substance abuse as
adults (Wilens et al., 2001, 2004).
Many of the challenging behaviours associated with ADHD
resemble deficient executive control similar to that observed in
individualswith frontal lobe pathology (Barkley, 1997a; Chelune
et al., 1986; Sergeant, 2005; Sonuga-Barke, 2002). Neuropsycho-
logical investigations have implicated the frontal lobe in ADHD
(Gorenstein et al., 1989; Grodzinsky and Diamond, 1992), and
both functional and structural neuroimaging studies point to a
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dysfunctionwithin frontalstriatal circuits (Caseyet al., 1997; Lou
et al., 1989). In line with these findings, reduced frontal
activation has been observed in children with ADHD during
tasks thought to tap into executive control, such as Stroop, stop-
signal and motor priming tasks (Bush et al., 1999; Rubia et al.,
1999). Children with ADHD also make smaller adjustments
following errors during speeded response time tasks (Schachar
et al., 2004; Sergeant and Van Der Meere, 1988).
The symptoms associated with ADHD are generally grouped
within the rubric of a dysfunctional executive control system.
Despitedecadesof research, a causalneurologically-basedmodel
of ADHD has yet to be established, necessitating a behavioural
description of the disorder (Coghill et al., 2005). Although this
framework has facilitated the diagnosis and treatment of ADHD,
lack of a clearmechanistic theory has hindered further advances
inunderstanding thedisorder (Lumanet al., 2010). One exception
to this trend is a growing body of research that has implicated a
dysfunctionof themidbraindopaminesystem.Thesuggestionof
dopaminergic dysfunction originally stemmed from the para-
doxical finding that dopamine agonists, such as methylpheni-
date and amphetamine, ameliorated ADHD symptoms (Solanto,
1998; Vitiello et al., 2001). Although these drugs induceADHD-like
behaviour in normal subjects, they have been found to
normalize these behaviours in childrenwith ADHD (Castellanos,
1997). Further implicating dopamine dysfunction in ADHD,
genetic studies have associated ADHD with polymorphic sites
at several dopamine-relatedgenes involvingdopamine receptors
(Swanson et al., 2000), degradation (Bellgrove et al., 2005), and
transport (Krause, 2003;Waldmanet al., 1998). Finally, decades of
behavioural studies have demonstrated atypical reinforcement
learning in children with ADHD (Luman et al., 2005), a process
thought to be intimately related to the midbrain dopamine
system (Montague et al., 2004; Schultz et al., 1997).
1.1. The midbrain dopamine system
Unlike most neurotransmitters, dopamine's effect on its post-
synaptic targets is not adequately described in terms of
excitation or inhibition; rather, its influence is better described
as a neuromodulator, the effect of which depends on the
target system and its current state (Hernández-López et al.,
1997; Schultz, 2002). Thus, it has been proposed that dopamine
plays a crucial role in gating information among neural sub-
systems by modulating the activation function of target
neurons (Goto and Grace, 2008; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990).
Dopamine is also thought to facilitate long-term potentiation
(LTP) (Pedarzani and Storm, 1995) and long-term depression
(LTD) (Sajikumar and Frey, 2004) in both the frontal cortex
(Goldman-Rakic et al., 1989) and the basal ganglia (Smith and
Bolam, 1990) via synaptic triads. At these sites, dopamine
terminals make contact with a synapse to implement a three-
factor learning rule such that connections are only strength-
ened when the pre-synaptic, post-synaptic and dopamine
neuron are simultaneously active (Wickens et al., 1996).
Midbrain dopamine neurons exhibit two distinct modes of
activity: tonic and phasic. Tonic activity is characterized by
moderate, consistent, and self-sustained firing rates (2–10 Hz)
(Grace and Bunney, 1983) regulated by afferent stimulation
from the ventral pallidum (Floresco et al., 2003) and by
inhibitory dopamine autoreceptors that respond to extracel-
lular dopamine concentrations (Grace, 2001). By contrast,
afferent drive can push the midbrain dopamine system into
a phasic mode of activity (Floresco et al., 2003; Grace, 1995).
This phasic activity, characterized by a rapid increase or
decrease in the firing rate of dopamine neurons, results in a
correspondingly rapid increase or decrease in the concentra-
tion of synaptic dopamine. The temporal dynamics of the
dopamine system's phasic component has been extensively
studied with respect to learning. Phasic bursts are initially
observed following unexpected reward delivery (Schultz et al.,
1997), increasing synaptic dopamine levels 60–fold from 4 nM
to 250 nM (Garris et al., 1994). As reward contingencies
continue to be experienced, phasic burst activity shifts from
the time of reward delivery to the time of stimuli predicting
the reward. Should an expected reward be withheld, a
precisely timed phasic dip is observed during which synaptic
dopamine concentrations fall below tonic baseline levels
(Schultz et al., 1997).
A transient increase or decrease in the firing rate of
dopamine neurons has been hypothesized to encode a reward
prediction error (Montague et al., 1996; Schultz et al., 1997).
Within this framework, a phasic increase in the firing rate of
midbrain dopamine neurons indicates that an event was better
than predicted; and conversely, a phasic decrease in the firing
rate indicates that an event was worse than expected. A
considerable body of evidence has shown that midbrain
dopamine system activity is compatible with a temporal-
difference (TD) reinforcement learning model in which the
dopamine system encodes a reward prediction error signal that
canbeusedby target systems for reinforcement learning (Cohen
and Frank, 2009; Montague et al., 1996; Redish, 2004).
1.2. Dopamine dysfunction in ADHD
Over the past decade, numerous hypotheses have been
proposed relating ADHD to dopaminergic dysfunction. The
majority of these proposals focus on dysfunctional phasic
dopamine activity; however, there is little agreement on the
precise nature of this dysfunction and its causal role in ADHD.
We provide a brief overview of some of the more prominent
theories here.
Based on a pathophysiological investigation of the action
mechanisms of drugs used to treat ADHD, Grace (2001)
proposed that ADHD results from a hyperactive phasic
dopamine component. Extracellular dopamine exerts a strong
and continuous down-regulatory force on dopamine neurons
via inhibitory autoreceptors located on dopamine cell bodies
and terminals (Grace, 1991; O'Donnell and Grace, 1995).
According to this position, an abnormally low concentration
of extracellular dopamine disinhibits dopamine neurons and
pushes the system into a hyperactive state characterized by
exaggerated phasic activity (Grace, 2001). Assuming that
dopamine encodes a reward prediction error that facilitates
reward value learning (Schultz et al., 1997), exaggerated phasic
dopamine bursts could lead to an inappropriately large
expectation of reward. This, in turn, would lead to corre-
spondingly large negative prediction errors when those
expectations are not met, encoded as exaggerated phasic
dopamine dips. The hyperactive dopamine theory thus holds
that ADHD is caused by a low concentration of extracellular
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dopamine that drives themidbrain dopamine system's phasic
component to deliver abnormally large reward prediction
errors (Grace, 2001).
Seeman and Madras (2002) proposed a theory of ADHD that
also depends on the regulatory relationship between the tonic
and phasic components of dopamine system activity. However,
they proposed that the critical factor underlying ADHD is the
difference between tonic and phasic concentrations of dopa-
mine at post-synaptic receptor sites. Evidence for this proposal
comes from experiments demonstrating that drugs such as
methylphenidate increase extracellular concentrations of do-
pamine to a far greater degree than they increase release by
phasic dopamine activity (Gonon, 1988; Kuczenski and Segal,
1997). Thus, they proposed thatADHDmedications alleviate the
symptoms associated with ADHD by selectively increasing the
levels of tonic relative to phasic dopamine activity. This effect,
they argue, blunts the potency of phasic dopamine bursts by
selectively increasing baseline dopamine levels, effectively
reducing the maximal change in the dopamine concentration
at post-synaptic receptors following phasic bursts. Thus, this
hypothesis suggests that ADHD is caused by abnormally potent
positive prediction errors that produce symptoms such as
hyperactivity by over-stimulating targets of the midbrain
dopamine system (Seeman and Madras, 2002).
A contrasting view proposed by Volkow et al. (2005)
postulated that the primary dopaminergic dysfunction under-
lying ADHD results from impaired phasic dopamine bursts
coding abnormally weak positive reward prediction errors.
These investigators have demonstrated that therapeutic
doses of methylphenidate block over 50% of striatal DAT
(Volkow et al., 1998). Based on a series of positron emission
tomography (PET) studies, they argue that DAT blockade at
this scale is sufficient to overcome autoreceptor induced
down-regulation of the dopamine system (Volkow et al., 2005).
By this view, a drug-induced break in the normally tight
coupling between tonic and phasic components allows
extracellular dopamine to have an additive effect on phasic
dopamine signals. In this case, the primary dopaminergic
dysfunction underlying ADHD would be characterized by
reduced positive dopamine signal efficacy in the synapse, as
opposed to abnormal extracellular concentrations of dopa-
mine per se (Schiffer et al., 2006; Volkow et al., 2005).
The dynamic developmental (DD) theory of ADHD ad-
vanced by Sagvolden et al. (2005a) has received considerable
attention. Based on awide-ranging analysis spanning genetics
to social behaviour, their investigation concludes that ADHD
results from hypoactive tonic and phasic dopamine compo-
nents. They argue that blunted bursts of phasic dopamine
impair learning from positive outcomes, whereas blunted dips
of phasic dopamine lead to deficient extinction processes.
Small phasic dopamine signals are linked to the hyperactive,
inattentive, and impulsive behavioural symptoms associated
with ADHD via a theoretical construct referred to as the delay-
of-reinforcement gradient, which describes the relationship
between the impact a reinforcer has on behaviour and the
time interval separating these events (Catania et al., 1988). The
reinforcing effect is largest for behaviours that immediately
precede the reinforcer and wanes as a function of increasing
temporal delay. According to the DD theory, abnormally small
reinforcement learning signals encoded by a blunted phasic
dopamine component reduce the reinforcer's impact on the
behaviours that preceded it, resulting in an abnormally short
and steep delay-of-reinforcement gradient. In addition, the
theory holds that a hypoactive tonic firing rate produces a
floor effect that blunts phasic dopamine dips, leading to a
deficient extinction process that fails to inhibit or extinguish
task-inappropriate behaviours (Sagvolden et al., 2005a).
Finally, the dopamine transfer deficit (DTD) hypothesis
proposed by Tripp and Wickens (2008) argues that ADHD is the
result of ineffective anticipatory phasic dopamine system
activity. A critical role of the dopamine system is to facilitate
learning by transferring primary reward values back to cues or
actions that reliably predict reward delivery via reward predic-
tion error signals encoded by phasic dopamine activity. In doing
so, cues and actions that lead to positive outcomes can be
differentiated from those that do not, allowing the organism to
preferentially select rewarding actions and pursue rewarding
paths through the environment. Action-reward contingencies
encountered in the world are typically complex, involving
temporal delays and uncertain relationships between actions
and outcomes, making the task of assigning credit to cues and
actions that predict positive outcomes critical for effective
behavioural control. The DTD theory holds that although the
dopaminesystem iscapableof encodingunconditionedpositive
reinforcer values appropriately, it's response to anticipatory
cues is ineffective in children with ADHD. Since predictive cues
would be unable to bridge the temporal delay between causal
actions and delayed outcomes, the authors argue that many of
the behavioural symptoms associated with ADHD are due to
insufficient cue-driven behavioural control.
These theories all hinge critically on the efficacy of the
dopamine system's phasic signal. Here, we present a computa-
tional investigation of dopamine's role in ADHD by rooting our
analysis in a TD λð Þ reinforcement learning framework. Specif-
ically, our model implements SARSA, an on-policy action-value
learning algorithm that has been demonstrated to predict the
activity of dopamine neurons (Morris et al., 2006). We explored
the various hypotheses regarding the relative efficacy of phasic
dopamine signals by independently varying positive (ωδ+) and
negative (ωδ− ) rewardpredictionerror scaling factors. Combined,
these two scaling parameters span the hypothesis space of the
theories proposed by Grace (2001), Seeman and Madras (2002),
Volkowet al. (2005), andSagvoldenet al. (2005a). Thehyperactive
dopamine proposal (Grace, 2001) corresponds to abnormally
large reward prediction errors, (ωδ+,ωδ− >1), whereas the DD
theory of ADHD (Sagvolden et al., 2005a) corresponds to
abnormally small rewardpredictionerrors, (ωδ+,ωδ− <1). Further,
the theory proposed by Seeman and Madras (2002) maps onto
large positive reward prediction errors, (ωδ+ >1), whereas the
theory proposed byVolkowet al. (2005)mapsonto small positive
reward prediction errors, (ωδ+ <1). Additionally, we explored the
impact of modulating the model's ability to propagate reward
informationback topreviouslyencounteredstatesby includinga
discount rate (γ), and an eligibility trace (λ) in our TD λð Þmodel to
explore the delay-of-reinforcement gradient hypothesis dis-
cussed by Sagvolden et al. (2005a) and the mechanisms
implicated by the DTD hypothesis of Tripp andWickens (2008).
To investigate the consequences of abnormal phasic dopa-
mine signals on behaviour, we simulated two multiple fixed-
interval/extinction (multi-FI/EXT) schedules of reinforcement
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tasks that constitute the empirical basis for the DD theory of
ADHD. The first simulation focused on the stabilized behaviour
of an animal model of ADHD, the spontaneously hypertensive
rat (SHR). Once the task was well learned and behaviour had
stabilized, the SHR animal was shown to exhibit increased
hyperactivity, inattention, and impulsivity relative to a control
animal group, the Wistar–Kyoto rat (WKY) (Sagvolden et al.,
1992). The second simulation focused on behavioural changes
with respect to reinforcement in medication-naïve children
diagnosed with ADHD (Sagvolden et al., 1998). Sagvolden et al.
(1998) found that the therewas no difference between the initial
behaviourof the control groupandchildrenwithADHD, but that
the ADHD group developed hyperactive, inattentive, and
impulsive behaviour as the task progressed.
Our goals were first, to illuminate the potential role of the
phasic dopamine component in ADHD, and second, to clarify the
specific mechanisms assumed by each theory. For heuristic
purposes, our investigation has focused on the phasic dopamine
componentalone.Althoughother factors related to thedopamine
systemsuchas theroleplayedby tonicdopamine (Nivetal., 2007),
the interaction between tonic and phasic dopamine components
(Zhanget al., 2009), aswell as otherneuralmodulators suchas the
locus coeruleus/norepinephrine and serotonin systems, are
undoubtedly involved in the disorder (Arnsten, 2006; Frank et
al., 2007), here we focus on the phasic dopamine component as
the point of convergence among multiple theories of ADHD.
2. Results
2.1. Animal simulation results
We begin by turning our attention to the model's performance
on a simulation of themulti-FI/EXT task used to investigate the
SHRanimalmodel ofADHD.Briefly, amulti-FI/EXT task involves
a series of fixed-interval (FI) blocks where a reward is delivered
for the first response after a specified time has elapse, and
extinction (EXT) blocks in which no rewards are delivered (see
Experimental procedures). The SHR strain has been argued to
provide the best animal model of ADHD (Sagvolden, 2000;
Sagvolden et al., 2005b), but more importantly, studies of the
SHR strain form the basis of the DD theory of ADHD under
investigation. Specifically, we simulated the behaviour of
animals on the task outlined in Sagvolden et al. (1992) as these
data provide a clear measure of stabilized response behaviour
for both the WKY and SHR animals. In particular, this study
demonstrated that the SHR animals exhibit hyperactive and
inattentive behaviour, quantified as an increased response rate
during both FI and EXT blocks respectively, as well as motor
impulsivity, quantified as an increased proportion of short
inter-response times (IRTs).1
We root our computational investigation by first finding a
set of α,γ,λ,β, and θ parameter values that produced behaviour
consistent with WKY group behaviour. A set of parameter
values that best fit WKY group behaviour defining the control
model (Mc), were estimated using a gradient descent algorithm
that minimized the discrepancy between the model's mean
response rate and that of WKY animals in both the FI and EXT
task blocks reported by Sagvolden et al. (1992) (Table 1,Mc). As
illustrated in Figs. 1A–B, the Mc model's mean response rates
(green diamonds) in both FI and EXT blocks closely matched
that of the WKY group (filled diamonds). Although this result
is unsurprising given that the model's parameters were
optimized to fit the WKY animals' mean response rate, it
demonstrates the model's ability to simulate ‘normal’ re-
sponse behaviour. Further, the WKY animals' proportion of
short IRTs, whichwas not utilized by the optimization routine,
was also matched by the Mc model (Fig. 1C, WKY vs. Mc).
Hence, the Mc model's IRT data were an emergent property of
the model itself, rather than the result of optimizing the
parameter set to fit the control animal IRT data.
To investigate whether ADHD-like behaviour resulted from
abnormal reward prediction errors, model parameters were
fixed at the estimated ‘normal’ values as defined by the Mc
model. We then systematically varied key parameters and
repeated the task simulations while quantifying the discrep-
ancy between themodel's behaviour and that ofWKY and SHR
animals to investigate the impact of those parameters on
behaviour. First, we defined the Mα model to explore the
behavioural implications of modulating the learning rate,
which corresponds to varying the size of both positive and
negative prediction error scaling factors equally (see Discus-
sion for details). This corresponds to scaling factors found
along the diagonal in Fig. 2. Next, we defined theMRωmodel by
relaxing the constraint that positive and negative prediction
errors be symmetrical, allowing the scaling factors to take on
any value within their range (0≤ωδ+ ,ωδ− ≤2). Finally, we
defined the Mγλ model by varying the discount rate (0≤γ≤1),
and eligibility trace decay rate (0≤λ≤1) to explore the impact of
varying themodel's capacity to propagate reward information
back to preceding states.2 Although the DTD theory proposed
1 These definitions of hyperactivity, inattention, and impulsiv-
ity are controversial (Alsop, 2007). We do not hold that they are
the correct terms with which ADHD behaviour should be defined
and use these definitions only to be consistent with the literature
under investigation.
Table 1 –Model parameters and fit to animal data. Shown
are the sum of squared error (SSE) and Akaike information
criterion (AIC) for each model, along with parameter
estimates for learning rate (0≤α≤1), discount rate (0≤γ≤1),
decay rate (0≤λ≤1), inverse temperature (0≤β≤5),
response-bias (−1≤θ≤1), positive (0≤ωδ+ ≤2) and negative
(0≤ωδ− ≤2) prediction error scaling factors. TheMcmodel's
SSE is calculated in reference to WKY animal group's
mean response rate, while all other model SSEs are in
reference to SHR group mean response rate. All free
parameters are labelled with a †.
Model SSE AIC α γ λ β θ ωδ+ ωδ−
Mc 2.28 24 0.52† 1.0† 0.97† 3.0† −0.77† 1.0 1.0
Mα 70.7 74 0.27† 1.0 0.97 3.0 −0.77 1.0 1.0
MRω 13.1 48 0.52 1.0 0.97 3.0 −0.77 0.7† 0.6†
Mγλ 54.1 72 0.52 1.0† 1.0† 3.0 −0.77 1.0 1.0
Mf 11.1 51 0.38† 0.95† 0.92† 2.5† 0.01† 1.0 1.0
2 Although it is numerically possible to allow γ and λ parameter
values to range above 1, an exploration of values greater than 1
revealed highly unstable behaviour. As both the DD and the DTD
theories hypothesize that value propagation is reduced, we bound
our exploration of these parameters between 0 and 1.
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by Sagvolden et al. (2005a) suggests that a shorter and steeper
delay-of-reinforcement gradient is a direct result of reduced
reward prediction error signals, the concept maps naturally
onto the discount and eligibility trace decay parameters.
Similarly, the DTD theory proposed by Tripp and Wickens
(2008) argues that the reward prediction error ineffectively
trains the value of predictive cues, again implicating γ and λ
parameters.
As illustrated in Fig. 2A, the best fit between the Mc model
andWKY group behaviour was associated with scaling factors
along the diagonal, where ωδ+ ≈ωδ− . By contrast, the model's
behaviour with respect to SHR group behaviour revealed a
different pattern. Fig. 2B shows that parameter values along
the diagonal, where ωδ+ ≈ωδ− , yield a poor fit to SHR group
response data. Figs. 1A–B confirms that the optimalMα model
(light-blue crosses) exhibits response behaviour that closely
resembles that of the WKY group (filled diamonds), not the
SHR group (filled triangles). Fig. 2B also reveals that an optimal
fit cannot be found exclusively within the region defined by
abnormally large, (ωδ+ >1), or small (ωδ+ <1) positive prediction
errors. Rather, a range of optimal fits was found above the
diagonal, whereωδ+ >ωδ− . Indeed, an inspection of the optimal
MRω model's behaviour reveals hyperactive, inattentive, and
impulsive behaviour comparable to that of the SHR animal
group (Figs. 1A–C, red triangles). To explore the relationship
between the ωδ− and ωδ+ parameters further, we define an
average measure of fit across ratios, Rω=ωδ+ /ωδ− as the
prediction error scaling factor ratio. Fig. 3A reveals that WKY
group behaviour is best fit by a ratio Rω≈1 (open diamonds)
whereas SHR group behaviour is best fit by a ratio Rω≈1.25
(open triangles). This suggests that the prediction error's
absolute size does not play a dominant role in eliciting
hyperactive, inattentive, and impulsive behaviour. Rather,
the critical factor underlying the emergence of ADHD-like
A B C
Fig. 1 – Animal and model response behaviour. Like the SHR animal group, theMRω andMf models exhibit increased levels of
hyperactive, inattentive and impulsive behaviour. (A) Hyperactivity is quantified as themean response rate during the FI block.
(B) Inattention is quantified as the mean response rate during the EXT block. (C) Motor impulsivity is quantified as the
proportion of short IRTs.
BA
Fig. 2 – The impact of the prediction error's size on stabilized behaviour. Positive (ωδ+ ), and negative (ωδ− ) prediction error
scaling factors were independently varied across a range of values while recording the SSE (colour-coded: blue →1, and red
→103) between themodel's behaviour and that ofWKY (A) and the SHR (B) groups. (A) Optimal fits are found along the diagonal
whereωδ+ ≈ωδ− when themodel's response rate is compared to theWKY animal group. (B) When themodel's response rate is
compared to the SHR animal group, a range of optimal fits are observed above the diagonal where ωδ− <ωδ+ .
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behaviour is the relative size of positive and negative reward
prediction errors.
The impact of the delay-of-reinforcement gradient aswell as
the propagation of reward value to anticipatory states, as
suggested by Sagvolden et al. (2005a) and Tripp and Wickens
(2008) respectively, was explored by independently varying the
discount rate (0≤γ≤1), and the eligibility trace decay rate
(0≤λ≤1) while comparing the model's simulated behaviour to
that of the SHR group. Unlike the clear Rω signal uncovered
during our exploration of the reward prediction error's size, no
such signal emerged here. Figs. 1A–C demonstrates that the
optimalMγλ (purple squares) exhibits response behaviour and a
proportion of short IRTs that closely resembles that of theWKY
group (filled diamonds). Although the Mc model's γ=1 and
λ=0.97 values are at or near their maximum values, our
exploration of the role played by these two parameters offers
no evidence to suggest that shortening the delay-of-reinforce-
ment or impairing the model's ability to propagate information
to anticipatory stateswith γ<1and/orλ<0.97will induceADHD-
like behaviour. To the contrary, the optimal fit to SHR group
behaviour required an increased capacity to propagate infor-
mation from the reward to anticipatory states by increasing λ.
Finally, we explored alternative accounts of ADHD by
conducting a second search of the parameter space to uncover
interactions among multiple parameters, as well as the role
played by parameters not directly related to the prediction
error. Following a similar process used to define theMcmodel,
α,γ,λ,β and, θ parameters were simultaneously optimized
with respect to SHR group response rate using a gradient
descent algorithm. This search found a set of parameter
values capable of matching SHR group response rates, which
we label the full model,Mf (Table 1, Mf). TheMf model's mean
response rates for both FI and EXT blocks (blue asterisks), and
its mean IRT reveal hyperactive, inattentive, impulsive
response behaviour relative to that of the WKY group (filled
diamond) (Figs. 1A–C). Inspection of the parameter values and
their impact on simulated behaviour revealed that a bias to
respond is critical for eliciting behaviour comparable to that of
the SHR group, where θ>0 denotes a bias to respond and θ<0
denotes a bias not to respond.3 Hence, the Mf model suggests
that altering the criteria required to elicit a response may be
responsible for the increased response rate and elevated
proportion of short IRTs observed in the SHR group.
In summary, our simulation of animal behaviour on the
multi-FI/EXT task revealed that neither abnormally large nor
abnormally small positive and negative prediction errors
appear capable of inducing ADHD-like behaviour if the
prediction error signals are symmetric. Furthermore, modu-
lation of the positive prediction error size alone failed to yield
a good fit to the SHR group response behaviour. Likewise,
reducing the model's ability to propagate information back
from rewarding to anticipatory states was also found to be
incapable of eliciting ADHD-like behaviour. By contrast,
asymmetrical prediction errors (ωδ− <ωδ+ ), and a bias to
respond (θ>0) were both found to independently drive
hyperactive, inattentive and impulsive behaviour. Model
comparison using the Akaike information criterion (AIC)
suggests that the MRω model provides the best account of the
data (Table 1, AIC). However, the SSE shows that theMf model
actually provided a better fit to SHR group behaviour, only
losing the model comparison due to the penalty associated
with the extra parameters included in the Mf model's
optimization procedure. Given that our investigation into the
contribution of each parameter revealed that only the
response-bias parameter (θ) played a significant role in the
quality of this model's fit, we cannot rule out the Mf model as
providing a good explanation of SHR group behaviour.
BA
Fig. 3 – Impact of Rω=ωδ+ /ωδ− on fit.WKY and control group behaviour is best fit bymodelswith Rω≈1whereas SHR and ADHD
group behaviour is best fit by models with Rω>1. (A) WKY group response rate is best fit at Rω≈1, where positive and negative
reward prediction errors are balanced, whereas SHR group behaviour is best fit when Rω≈1.25. (B) The rate of behaviour change
observed in control group children is best fit when Rω≈1, whereas behavioural changes observed in childrenwith ADHD is best
fit when Rω≈1.25.
3 Although other Mf parameter values differ from the Mc model
values, further simulations indicated that the Mf model was
insensitive to variation in these parameters.
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Note that when the response probability (Eq. (8), Experimental
procedures) is simplified to the form:
PðresponseÞ≃ QðresponseÞ + θ½ −Q no responseð Þ
the response probability increases as the difference between
biasedQ-values becomes increasingly positive. This occurswhen
either the response action-value or the response-bias increases.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the MRω model learns abnormally high
response action-values across both FI and EXT blocks. This leads
to increasedhyperactive and inattentivebehaviour, quantifiedby
an increased response rate inFIandEXTblocks respectively. Fig. 4
also shows that the Mf model was able to temper its response
action-values since its learningmechanism remained intact. Yet,
the model's elevated response-bias increased the probability of
eliciting a response across both FI and EXT blocks, resulting in
behaviour matching that of SHR animal.
Although both the MRω and Mf models exhibit ADHD-like
behaviour, an important distinction between these twomodels
is that the MRω model depends on learning for ADHD-like
behaviour to emerge, whereas the Mf model does not. To
determine which of these two models provided the best
account for ADHD-like behaviour, we simulated the data from
a second experiment that focused on learning in typically
developing and medication-naïve children with ADHD.
2.2. Child simulation results
Whereas the empirical results outlined above provide evi-
dence for abnormal stabilized behaviour in an animal model
of ADHD (Sagvolden et al., 1992), complimentary findings
provide evidence of abnormal behaviour acquisition in
medication-naïve children diagnosed with ADHD (Sagvolden
et al., 1998). In the latter experiment, which utilized a design
comparable to that used in the animal experiments, children
took part in a multi-FI/EXT task focusing on the rate of
behavioural change with respect to reinforcement.
As before, we first defined a controlmodel (Mc) by searching
theparameter space for a set of values that best reproduced the
behaviour of the control group children reported by Sagvolden
et al. (1998). Sincewewere interested in the rate of behavioural
change with respect to reinforcement, target behaviour for
parameter optimizationwas defined as the total response rate
across FI and EXT blocks. Figs. 5A–B illustrates the Mc model's
response rate across 6 blocks of learning (greendiamonds). The
rate of behavioural change, quantified by the slopeof the linear
regression through the data, revealed that the Mc model and
the control group exhibit the same trajectories for both FI and
EXT blocks (Table 3, control vs. Mc). Consistent with the
empirical data, the Mc model's response rate during the FI
period remained consistent across blocks, whereas the re-
sponse rate during the EXT blocks decreased, demonstrating
that the optimization procedure successfully captured the
general learning trends observed in the empirical data.
The results for the child simulation parallel those of the
animal simulation. Positive and negative prediction error
scaling factors were independently varied and compared to
control and ADHD group response behaviour across blocks. As
was the case in the animal task simulation, the best fit for the
control group behavioural data was associated with positive
and negative prediction error scaling factors that were
approximately equal (Fig. 6A). Again, defining Rω=ωδ+ /ωδ− as
the prediction error scaling factor ratio, an optimal value
emerges at Rω≈1, where the best fit between simulated and
empirical control group data is observed (Fig. 3B, open
diamonds). In line with our findings in the animal simulation,
an inspection of fits along the diagonal relative to the ADHD
group behaviour revealed poor fits (Fig. 6B). An investigation of
the best fit along the diagonal, which defines the symmetrical
BA
Fig. 4 – Animal model response action-value, Q(response), after learning. The Mc model (open diamonds) is able to learn
response action Q-values that increase the probability of making a response in proximity to reward delivery while decreasing
the probability of making a response at more distant states. The same is observed for theMfmodel (asterisk) across both FI and
EXT state-spaces despite its increased response-bias. The MRω model (open triangles) is unable to reduce the response
action-value at non-rewarding states for either the FI (A), or the EXT (B) state-space due to relatively inefficient negative reward
prediction errors.
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learning ratemodel,Mα, (light-blue crosses), reveals behaviour
much more akin to control group response behaviour (filled
diamonds) (Figs. 5A–C, Mα). Furthermore, the best fit for the
ADHD group behavioural data was associated with a range of
scaling factors above the diagonal, where ωδ− <ωδ+ (Fig. 6B).
The optimal set of prediction error scaling values that defined
the asymmetrical model (MRω) revealed ADHD-like hyperac-
tive, inattentive and impulsive behaviour (Figs. 5A–C, red
triangle). Mirroring the animal simulation results, the best fit
between simulated and ADHD group behaviour is observed
where Rω≈1.25 (Fig. 3B, open triangles). Again, this result
provides evidence suggesting that the critical factor in ADHD
is the relative efficacy of positive and negative reward
prediction errors. As was the case in the animal simulations,
the Mγλ model was incapable of matching the hyperactive,
inattentive and impulsive behaviours exhibited by the ADHD
group (Figs. 5A–C, purple squares).
To explore the role played by other parameters in the
model, the optimization procedure was repeated on the ADHD
group data, allowing the α,γ,λ,β,and θ parameters to vary.
This process settled on a set of parameter values qualitatively
similar to the Mf model previously discussed in the animal
simulations4 (Table 2, Mf). Nevertheless, although the simu-
4 Although the α, γ, λ, and β parameter values for the Mf model
differed from those of the Mc model, in line with our exploration
of the role played by individual parameters in the animal model,
an investigation of the relative contributions of each parameter
revealed that the response-bias parameter (θ) is critical whereas
all other parameters are not.
A B C
Fig. 5 – Child and model response behaviour. Like the ADHD group, the MRω and Mf models exhibit increased levels of
hyperactive, inattentive and impulsive behaviour. However, only the MRω exhibits a behavioural rate of change across blocks
(slope) similar to childrenwith ADHD (A) Hyperactivity is quantified as the total response rate during the FI block. (B) Inattention
is quantified as the total response rate during the EXT block. (C) Motor impulsivity is quantified as the proportion of short IRTs.
BA
Fig. 6 – The impact of the prediction error's size on the rate of behavioural change. Positive (ωδ+), and negative (ωδ− ) prediction
error scaling factors were independently varied across a range of values while recording the SSE (colour-coded: blue→1e+3, and
red→2e+4) between the model's behaviour and that of control (A) and the ADHD (B) children groups. (A) Optimal fits are found
along the diagonal where ωδ+ ≈aδ− when the model's response rate is compared to the control group children. (B) When the
model's response rate is compared to the ADHD children, a range of optimal fits are observed above the diagonalwhereωδ− <ωδ+.
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lated animal data suggested that hyperactive, inattentive, and
impulsive symptoms associated with ADHD can arise from a
higher response-bias (θ>0), the human data does not support
this hypothesis. As illustrated in Figs. 5A–B (filled triangles vs.
asterisks), the response rates for the Mf model change in the
wrong direction for both the FI and EXT blocks, decreasing
slightly as reinforcers are delivered (Table 3, Mf). By contrast,
children with ADHD increased their response rate across
blocks (Figs. 5A–B, filled triangles). Hence, although both the
MRω and Mf models generated mean response rate behaviour
comparable to that of the SHR animal group, only the MRω
model reproduced the behavioural acquisition observed in
children with ADHD.
2.3. Summary
Our simulation of the animal data revealed two potential
mechanisms that could cause hyperactive, inattentive, and
impulsive behaviour: 1) asymmetrical prediction errors such
that ωδ− <ωδ+ as implemented by the MRω model, and 2) an
altered response-bias that lowers the criteria required to elicit
a response as implemented by the Mf model. By contrast, our
simulation of the human task proved to be inconsistent with
the latter mechanism. As the human experiment discussed by
Sagvolden et al. (1998) highlights the development of hyper-
active, inattentive and impulsive behaviour as reinforcers are
delivered, only the MRω model's change in response rate
mirrored that of the ADHD group, increasing its response rate
across blocks as reinforcers were delivered. The Mf model, on
the other hand, decreased its response rate across blocks as
reinforcers were delivered. Hence, the child behavioural
acquisition data provided a means of dissociating the two
possible mechanisms underlying ADHD-like behaviour that
were suggested by the animal simulations, revealing the MRω
model to provide the best account of the data.
3. Discussion
Grace (2001) and Sagvolden et al. (2005a) suggested that the
absolute size of the reward prediction error plays a critical role
in ADHD, the former arguing that the signal is abnormally
large and the latter that it is abnormally small. Results from
both animal and child multi-FI/EXT task simulations show
that the prediction error's absolute size, as captured by theMα
model, does not appear to play a significant role in eliciting
ADHD-like behaviour. In fact, an investigation of theMαmodel
for both the animal and child task simulations revealed
simulated behaviour that resembled WKY (Fig. 1, filled
diamonds vs. light-blue crosses) and control group behaviour
respectively (Fig. 5, filled diamonds vs. light-blue crosses).
These findings in fact follow directly from reinforcement
learning theory. Uniform scaling of both positive and negative
prediction error signals is equivalent to adjusting the learning
rate (see Experimental procedures):
Q st; atð Þ←Q st;atð Þ + αωδδt = Q st; atð Þ + α′δt ð1Þ
where ωδα≡α′. So long as 0≤α′≤1 and the simulation is a
Markov decision process (MDP), state values converge as the
number of trials increase (Dayan and Sejnowski, 1994). As
outlined in the Experimental procedures section, our simula-
tions of the multi-FI/EXT task meet the criteria of an MDP.
Therefore, updating state values using either a learning rate of
α or ωδαwill converge to the same mean value, demonstrating
why neither abnormally large nor abnormally small reward
prediction errors can reproduce group differences once
learning has stabilized as reported by Sagvolden et al. (1992).
By contrast, Volkow et al. (2005) and Seeman and Madras
(2002) argued that the principal dopamine dysfunction under-
lying ADHD is the size of positive reward prediction errors, the
former arguing that the signal is abnormally small and the
latter that it is abnormally large. However, both the animal
(Fig. 2B) and child (Fig. 6B) simulations demonstrated that
optimal fits spanned regions of the parameter space where
positive prediction error signals were both abnormally large
(ωδ+ >1) and small (ωδ+ <1). This finding indicates that the
positive reward prediction error theories are insufficient, as
the optimal simulation fits depended on the relative size of
the positive and negative prediction errors, not on the size of
the positive reward prediction error in and of itself. However,
it should be noted that if one assumes that ADHD is associated
with normal negative prediction error signals, (ωδ− =1), then
these results indicate that ADHD should be associated with an
abnormally large positive reward prediction error.
Table 2 –Model parameters and fit to child data. Shown
are the sum of squared error (SSE, 1e+3), and Akaike
information criterion (AIC) for each model, along with
parameter estimates for learning rate (0≤α≤1), discount
rate (0≤γ≤1), decay rate (0≤λ≤1), inverse temperature
(0≤β≤5), response-bias (−1≤θ≤1), positive (0≤ωδ+ ≤2) and
negative (0≤ωδ− ≤2) prediction error scaling factors. The
Mc model's SSE is calculated in reference to control group
children's total response rates across all blocks, while all
other model SSEs are in reference to the ADHD group's
total response rates across all blocks. All free parameters
are labelled with a †.
Model SSE AIC α γ λ β θ ωδ+ ωδ−
Mc 1.2 95 0.54† 1.0† 0.97† 1.5† −0.5† 1.0 1.0
Mα 6.7 108 0.75† 1.0 0.97 1.5 −0.5 1.0 1.0
MRω 2.3 97 0.54 1.0 0.97 1.5 −0.5 1.6† 1.3†
Mγλ 5.4 107 0.54 0.02† 0.95† 1.5 −0.5 1.0 1.0
Mf 2.9 106 0.1† 0.63† 0.59† 1.8† 0.15† 1.0 1.0
Table 3 – Rate of behavioural change across FI and EXT
blocks for children and models. FIβ denotes the slope of
the best fit linear regression through the FI data, whereas
EXTβ denotes the slope of the best fit linear regression
through the EXT data.
Model FIβ EXTβ
Control −0.1 −3.1
ADHD 7.5 3.5
Mc 0.5 −1.5
Mα 3.3 −2.9
MRω 13 7.8
Mγλ 2.0 −2.4
Mf −0.1 −0.7
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Our simulations reveal a link between the phasic dopamine
component and ADHD in the form of asymmetrically effective
positive and negative prediction error signals. In these
simulations the model was required to balance the cost and
benefit of responding. As illustrated in Fig. 3, control group
behaviour (open diamonds) was best fit by balanced positive
and negative prediction errors such that Rω≈1. Thus, because
the reward prediction errors communicate information about
reward and costs faithfully, the tendency to produce
responses that predict reward is countered by the cost
associated with those responses. This is not the case in a
system where Rω>1: asymmetrical prediction error signals
instil a bias in the direction of the asymmetry, so a system
with Rω>1 will learn state values that overemphasize positive
reinforcement (Figs. 4A–B, open triangles). Thus, because
reward prediction errors favour reward over cost-related
information, the balance is tipped in favour of producing
responses that predict reward over inhibiting responses due to
their cost. This bias emerges as behaviour that appears
relatively insensitive to negative reinforcement. Our simula-
tions demonstrate that such a bias is able to generate
behaviour consistent with that of children with ADHD.
The emergence of inattention, quantified as excessive
responding during the EXT block, merits a brief discussion.
The DD theory of ADHD, which is largely based on the multi-
FI/EXT tasks simulated here, holds that dopamine dysfunction
in ADHD gives rise to a shorter and steeper delay-of-
reinforcement gradient. This abnormal gradient, it is argued,
disrupts an associative process between the response, rein-
forcer, and experimental context (see Fig. 10 in Sagvolden et
al., 2005a). Hence, the DD theory proposes that children with
ADHD are more likely to generate previously rewarded
behaviours independently of the context in which they were
rewarded because the context cannot be properly bound to
reward contingencies. The MRω model, on the other hand,
develops inattentive behaviour for different reasons entirely.
In our simulations, the TD λð Þ learning mechanism chains FI
and EXT state values together because there is no reinforcer
indicating the end of a learning trial following the termination
of the EXT block. Inattention emerged as abnormally large FI
action-values propagated back to EXT actions. Hence, ‘atten-
tion-deficit’ is not properly attributable to an attentional
dysfunction but rather emerges from exaggerated action-
values caused by deficient negative prediction errors that fail
to counteract the propagation of positive reinforcement.
Conceptually, the extinction period takes on a positive value
because it reliably predicts the occurrence of subsequent FI
blocks where rewards are consistently encountered.
Sagvolden et al. (2005a) also suggested that a hypoactive
phasic dopamine signal in children with ADHD would lead to a
shorter and steeper delay-of-reinforcement gradient whereby
the information propagated back from a reinforcer to preceding
actions and events would be impaired. Similar in spirit though
employing different mechanisms and neural structures, the
DTD hypothesis proposed that, in children with ADHD, the
phasic dopamine activity associated with reward delivery
ineffectively transfers back to predictive cues as reward
contingencies are experienced (Tripp and Wickens, 2008).
Although the explicit mechanisms invoked by these aspects of
the DD and DTD hypotheses are somewhat unclear in TD λð Þ
terms, we explored the discount rate (γ) and eligibility trace
decay rate (λ) as candidates for testing the model's ability to
propagate reinforcement information topreviously encountered
states. No values were found for these parameters that yielded
ADHD-like behaviour from the model, as demonstrated by the
Mγλ model (Figs. 1, and 5, filled triangles vs. purple squares).
Furthermore, although subsequentmodel comparison ruled out
theMfmodel as providing a good explanation ofADHD,when all
of the parameters were fit to SHR and ADHD group behaviour,
the response-bias parameter (θ) rather than parameters associ-
ated with learning and information propagation emerged as the
critical parameter inducing ADHD-like behaviour. Contrary to
the DD and DTD theories of ADHD, an inspection of the
mechanism driving behaviour in the MRω model suggests that
ADHD-like behaviour emerges due to exaggerated response
action-values resulting from increased propagation of positive
reinforcer value.
On the basis of these results, we propose that ADHD is
associated with asymmetrically effective phasic dopamine
signals. This position is supported by our finding that a wide
range of scaling factors both above and below the ‘normal’
prediction error size (ωδ+ =ωδ− =1), yields optimal fits to the
empirical data as demonstrated by the MRω model in both
animal and child task simulations. Our conclusions contrast
with those of the dominant theory regarding dopamine's role in
ADHD, namely, the DD theory proposed by Sagvolden et al.
(2005a), which holds that a hypo-functioning dopamine system
gives rise to two mechanisms driving ADHD. The first mecha-
nism, they argue, is that a hypo-functioning phasic dopamine
signal produces a shorter and steeper delay-of-reinforcement
gradient. As was just discussed, we found no evidence to
support this mechanism's role in ADHD. The second proposed
mechanism is that a hypo-functioning dopamine system
results indeficient extinctionofpreviously reinforcedbehaviour
due toadopamine floor effect that restricts theexpressive range
of negative reward prediction errors. Although our results are
suggestive of a deficient extinction process in the form of
asymmetrically effective phasic dopamine signals, they also
demonstrate that this deficiency is not dependent on a hypo-
functioning dopamine system per se: impaired extinction can
result from a hyperactive or hypoactive dopamine system so
long as the positive reward prediction error signals are more
effective than the negative reward prediction error signals.
Furthermore, in contrast to the position of the DD theory of
ADHD, previous computational modelling work has indicated
that a hypo-functioning dopamine system is consistent with
improved rather than disrupted learning from negative events
(Frank, 2005).
3.1. Disorder subtypes
Children with ADHD exhibit symptoms along a continuum from
predominantly inattentive to predominantly hyperactive/impul-
sive (DSM-IV, 1994). This continuummay be associated with the
differential effects of reward prediction error size on long-term
learning vs. immediate behaviour (McClure et al., 2003). As
proposed by Volkow et al. (2005), stunted phasic bursts may
induce immediate effects on behaviour by reducing stimulus/
reward saliency in ADHD, leading to attention-deficit. Indeed,
children with ADHD have been shown to elicit an abnormal
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electrophysiological response with respect to reward saliency
(Holroyd et al., 2008), and methylphenidate has been demon-
strated to increase reward saliency in healthy adult subjects
(Volkow et al., 2004). Conversely, as proposed by Seeman and
Madras (2002), exaggerated phasic bursts could over stimulate
post-synaptic receptors leading to hyperactivity. Although our
results suggest that the common dopamine dysfunction associ-
ated with ADHD is a reward prediction error asymmetry, our
results do not preclude the possibility that ADHD symptoms
interactwith theabsolute sizeof predictionerrors aswell. Further
research is needed to sort out these and other conflicting results
in the literature. Nevertheless, seemingly incompatible results
such as these may be accounted for by incorporating prediction
asymmetry as the principal factor underlying ADHD with
variation in the absolute size of the phasic dopamine component
accounting for the disorder subtypes.
3.2. Comparison to other models
To date, only a few computational models of ADHD have been
proposed.Oneof thesemodelsemployedabiologicallyplausible
neural network to investigate the role of dopamine in frontos-
triatal circuits (Frank et al., 2007). The performance of adults
with ADHD on a probabilistic learning task was modelled by
modulating the level of tonic dopamine in the network to be
abnormallyhighwhen theparticipantswere onmedicationand
abnormally low when they were off medication. It had been
previously demonstrated that abnormally low tonic levels of
dopamine impair learning from positive feedback but improve
learning from negative feedback, whereas abnormally high
tonic levels of dopamine produce the opposite effect, namely,
improved learning frompositive feedbackbut impaired learning
from negative feedback (Frank, 2005). Adults diagnosed with
ADHD, on and offmedication, alongwith an adult control group
performed a probabilistic selection task that providedmeasures
of learning from positive and negative feedback independently
of oneanother. ADHDparticipants offmedicationwere found to
be impaired at learning from both positive and negative
feedback relative to controls, and medication was seen to
improve learning from positive but not from negative feedback.
Based on their simulations, Frank et al. (2007) proposed that
medication acts to improve the efficacy of positive prediction
errors in adults with ADHD, fromwhich it follows that ADHD is
associated with ineffective positive reward prediction error
signals (Frank et al., 2007), a conclusion in direct opposition to
our own.However, subjects in that studyweremedicated adults
who were taken off medication 24 h prior to the experimental
session. As such, these results are not directly comparable with
our own, which are associated withmedication-naïve children.
Factors such as long-term drug treatment, drug removal from
the system, and age are all likely to impact performance on the
task across populations. Nevertheless, our results predict that
medication-naïve children will show enhanced learning from
positive feedbackand impaired learning fromnegative feedback
relative to matched controls on this probabilistic learning task.
Rooted in a TD reinforcement learning framework similar to
our own, a computational investigation of child performanceon
a delayed rewards task found that a number of factors may
cause ADHD-like behaviour (Williams and Dayan, 2005). Chil-
dren with ADHD were found to exhibit impulsive preferences
when given the choice between small immediate rewards or
large delayed rewards, providing evidence that they are delay
averse (Sonuga-Barke et al., 1992). In their simulations of these
preference data, Williams and Dayan (2005) found that the
learning rate, exploration, and a response-bias parameter could
all account for the impulsive choices of children with ADHD.
These findingsare consistentwithmultiplemechanismsatplay
in ADHD but may also have resulted because the task itself is
sensitive tomultipleprocessessuchthatanythingother thanan
optimal set of parameters induce ADHD-like behaviour in the
simulation. In contrast, we found that only asymmetrical
prediction errors were capable of inducing ADHD-like behav-
iour, a factor not included in the results reported by Williams
and Dayan (2005) (but see Williams et al. (2009)). Our results
predict that a prediction error asymmetry could also account for
the behaviour exhibited by children with ADHD on the delayed
rewards task as reported in Sonuga-Barke et al. (1992). Learning
to select a large delayed reward in the face of a small immediate
reward relies on both positive and negative prediction errors for
optimal performance. Positive prediction errors propagate the
small and large reward values from the state of their respective
deliveries ‘back in time’ to the state when the decision is made
about which reward to pursue. Once the large reward value has
been learned, trials in which the small reward was selected
generate a negative prediction error because the delivered
reward is smaller than the (optimal) large reward. In a normally
functioning system this error signal punishes the decision to
select the small reward, reducing the probability of making this
decision again in the future. Hence, negative prediction errors
facilitate learning to avoid the immediate small reward.We are
currently investigating whether a system with asymmetrically
effective prediction errors exhibits impulsive behaviour that
mirrors that of children with ADHD on this task.
3.3. Sources of asymmetry
As discussed previously, low concentrations of extracellular
dopamine are commonly thought to give rise to ADHD (Solanto,
1998; Volkow et al., 1998). Grace (2001) reviews evidence
suggesting that low levels of extracellular dopamine interact
with dopamine autoreceptors to up-regulate the dopamine
system, which is hypothesized to result in abnormally large
phasic signals. Although the theory proposes that negative
prediction errors would be abnormally large in correspondence
with the exaggerated positive values driven by inappropriately
large positive prediction errors, it is not clear that this should be
the case. This treatment of negative prediction errors appears to
be at oddswith the base assumption that the dopamine system
is in a hyperactive state due to ineffective down-regulation via
dopamine autoreceptors. Evidence suggests that dopamine
autoreceptor binding may accelerate the termination of dopa-
minergic transmission (Sonders et al., 1997). Up-regulation of
the dopamine system would not only result in inappropriately
large phasic bursts, but itmay also transmit blunted phasic dips
due to an inability to cease dopamine release appropriately.
Should negative prediction errors be blunted in correspondence
with the hyperactivity of the system, a prediction error
asymmetry may be rooted in the signals generated by the
midbrain dopamine system itself. A drug-induced increase in
extracellular dopamine may normalize this asymmetry by
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down-regulating dopamine neurons such that they properly
terminate dopamine release. Hence, drug-induced DAT block-
ade could serve a dual purpose in normalizing system activity,
concurrently blunting phasic bursts and amplifying phasic dips.
Asymmetrically effective prediction errors may also
emerge from differential sensitivities to extracellular dopamine
concentrations among sub-populations of striatal neurons,
most notably between striatal neurons expressing low-affinity
excitatory D1 receptors and those expressing high-affinity
inhibitory D2 receptors. Striatal D2 receptors are exceptionally
sensitive to variations in extracellular concentrations of dopa-
mine in comparison to their D1 receptor counterparts (Cragg
and Rice, 2004). As such, D2 expressing striatal neurons would
be disproportionately up-regulated by a lack of extracellular
dopamine providing inhibitory input, thereby decreasing the
signal-to-noise ratio of representations encoded by those
neurons. A learning signal's efficacy is greatly reduced with
increased variability in the representation of what is being
learned (Sutton andBarto, 1998). As such, low-concentrations of
extracellular dopamine could impair learning driven by reward
prediction errors in populations of D2 expressing neurons.
Furthermore, D2 receptors are thought to be more sensitive to
decreases in dopamine than are D1 receptors (Flores-Barrera
et al., 2010), so it stands to reason that low-concentrations of
extracellular dopamine could reduce learning specific to
negative prediction errors in these neurons. Hence, a learning
asymmetry may emerge from non-linear sensitivities among
sub-populations of neurons expressing dopamine receptors of
differing affinities.
Finally, the medications typically used to treat ADHD are
noted to have immediate effects, implicating dysfunctional
reinforcement processes beyond learning in ADHD. One
intriguing possibility we are currently investigating is that
children with ADHD may exhibit atypical primary reward
utility U(r), that manifests itself in altered phasic dopamine
signals that encode the reward prediction error, δt=U(rt+1)+γQ
(st+1,at+1)−Q(st,at). Indeed, an investigation into reward utility
revealed that a range of models with a reduced response cost
and/or an increased reward value generated simulated
behaviour similar to that of SHR animals and children with
ADHD (data not shown). Within the current task and model
framework, the prediction errors generated by the utility
model are asymmetrical with respect to theMcmodel. For this
reason the utility model is essentially a special case of theMRω
model, where the source of the asymmetry stems from
afferent input that conveys information about primary
rewards and punishments to the dopamine system. As such,
we do not explore thismodel further here except to note that a
dysfunction of systems afferent to the midbrain dopamine
system, most notably the orbitofrontal cortex, may play an
important role in ADHD (Castellanos et al., 2006).
3.4. Conclusion
Our computational investigation provides evidence for an
asymmetry in the effective strength of positive and negative
phasic dopamine signals. However, as suggested by the
breadth of possible sources underlying this phasic component
asymmetry we stress that our results do not specify the
particular mechanism involved. Asymmetrical efficacy could
manifest in signal generation within the dopamine system
itself, in signal transmission across extracellular space, or in
signal reception at the target system. Further complicating
matters, abnormalities in systems afferent to the midbrain
dopamine system could also contribute to a learning signal
asymmetry. To date, there is insufficient evidence to narrow
the source of asymmetry to one particular mechanism, and in
light of the disorder's heterogeneity, it is possible that
multiple mechanisms are involved. However, by rooting our
investigation in a model-based exploration at the crossroads
of neurobiology, neuroanatomy and computer science, the
results presented here narrow the range of possible dopami-
nergic dysfunctions that may result in ADHD and provide
testable predictions that can help to advance a theoretically
driven understanding of the disorder.
4. Experimental procedures
4.1. Empirical data
The DD theory of ADHD is based largely on data associated
with multiple fixed-interval/extinction (multi-FI/EXT) sche-
dules of reinforcement tasks. A schedule is termed multiple
when two or more block types alternate, each in the presence
of a different stimulus. The task is such that during the fixed-
interval (FI) block, a lever is armed to deliver a reward after a
fixed-interval of time has elapsed. Responses made prior to
the reward being armed deliver nothing, whereas the first
response following the fixed-interval of time delivers the
reward. In a typical design, a FI block begins with a stimulus
change, such as a light turning on for the block's duration.
Each FI block consists of several trials, with each trial
terminating upon reward delivery. Following a FI block's last
trial, an extinction (EXT) block begins with a corresponding
stimulus change, such as a light turning off. No reinforcers are
delivered during an EXT block; hence, each EXT block consists
of only a single trial. When an EXT block is complete the next
FI block begins, signalled by its corresponding stimulus
change. FI blocks are argued to measure reactivity to
reinforcers, while EXT blocks measure sustained attention
since the subject must use context to maintain sustained
control of their behaviour. As such, a multi-FI/EXT task
provides measures for: a) hyperactivity, quantified as the
response rate during FI blocks, b) motor impulsivity, quanti-
fied as the proportion of short inter-response times (IRTs), and
c) sustained attention, quantified as the response rate during
EXT blocks (Sagvolden, 2000).
Numerous studies have investigated animal models of
ADHD, with the SHR animal being argued to provide the best
model of the disorder (Sagvolden, 2000; Sagvolden et al.,
2005b). Although several studies have investigated SHR
animal behaviour, we based our animal simulation on the
task outlined in Sagvolden et al. (1992) due to the simplicity of
the experimental design. The experiment consisted of repeat-
edly submitting animals to a multi-FI/EXT task for a total of 58
sessions. Each session consisted of four consecutive blocks
with no breaks: 1) a 2-minute FI block in which a maximum of
7 reinforcers were delivered, 2) a 5-minute EXT block, 3) a
second 2-minute FI block identical to the first, and 4) a final 5-
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minute block to complete the session. Themean response rate
for the 2-minute FI block was calculated by dividing each FI
trial into twelve consecutive 10-second bins. The number of
responses within each 10-second bin was summed for each
trial, and finally, the mean response rate for each 10-second
bin was calculated across trials 2–7 from all FI blocks.
Similarly, the mean response rate for the 5-minute EXT
block was calculated by dividing each EXT block into five
consecutive 60-second bins. The total number of responses
made during each 60-second bin was summed, and then
averaged across blocks.
Our model-based investigation of children's behaviour is
based on the study reported by Sagvolden et al. (1998). In this
experiment the behaviour of medication-naïve children
diagnosed with ADHD was compared to matched controls.
Each child participated in six consecutive blocks of a multi-FI/
EXT task disguised as amechanized game. During a 30-second
FI block, signalled by the game's lights turning on, the first
response after a 30-second delay was reinforced with a trinket
or coin. Lights on the mechanized game were turned off to
signal a 120-second EXT block, during which no reinforcers
were delivered. The mean response rate for the 30-second FI
block was calculated by dividing each FI trial into ten
consecutive 3-second bins. The number of responses within
each 3-second bin was summed for each trial, and finally, the
mean response rate for each 3-second bin was calculated
across all trials within each block. Similarly, the mean
response rate for the 120-second EXT block was calculated
by dividing each EXT block into five consecutive 24-second
bins, then the total number of responsesmade during each 24-
second bin was summed.
4.2. Experiment simulations
The model discussed in this paper utilized a TD λð Þ reinforce-
ment learning algorithm to simulate performance on themulti-
FI/EXT tasks outlined earlier. Illustrated in Fig. 7, weadopted the
same general task structure for both the animal experiment
outlined in Sagvolden et al. (1992), and the child experiment
discussed in Sagvolden et al. (1998). The multi-FI/EXT task
required subjects to discriminate between times when a
response was beneficial and those that were not. Because the
environmental state-space defines what a TDmodel is capable
of learning, we defined a state-space in which each state
represents a fixed period of time, allowing the model to learn
when it should respond and when it should not. The model
traversed a finite set of states, one subset representing a FI trial,
the other an EXT trial. Gallistel and Gibbon (2000) have
demonstrated that a timing model featuring timescale invari-
ance can account for a wide range of conditioning phenomena.
Hence, our simulations used a state-space in which each state
represented an equal proportion of timeuntil the delivery of the
next reinforcer. Given this state-space structure, the model
should learn to respond when reward delivery is likely, and to
withhold responding when rewards are unlikely.
Transitions between stateswere deterministic and indepen-
dent of the model's actions, simulating the passage of time.
Each simulation began in state s = FI1. The model decided if it
should respond or not, and transitioned into state s = FI2. Each
response was met with a small cost rc=−0.05, whereas the first
response following the required time interval during theFI block
delivered a reward, rT=1, terminating the learning episode.
Following the termination of a FI trial, the model returned to
Fig. 7 – Simulation structure and model dynamics. State-space: Each state represents an equal proportion of elapsed time until
the end of a trial. Hence, the duration of state FI1 = FIn = EXT1 = 1 / n% of the duration of a trial, where n is the total number of
states until reward delivery. State-transitions: Transitions represent the passing of time. During a FI trial, the first response after
the required delay is defined as a terminal statewith rT=1, forcing the agent along transition T1 to begin a new FI trial.When the
last trial of a FI block is complete, the agent follows the transition T2 into EXT1. Following the last EXT state, the model
transitions along T3 into state FI1.Action selection: At each state a ‘Softmax’ function, defined by Eq. (8), is used to select an action
based on that state's action-values. Error signal: After each action, an error signal, δt, is calculated according to Eq. (3).
Learning: Finally, Q(st,at) is updated according to Eq. (7).
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state s = FI1, simulating the start of a new FI trial. Once the
model completed the FI block, it moved into state s = EXT1,
simulating the start of an EXT block. After traversing the EXT
state-space, the final EXT state transitioned into state, s = FI1,
simulating the start of a new FI block.
The Mc and Mf models were both defined using a gradient
descent algorithm to minimize the SSE between the model's
behaviour and target empirical data using 50 randomly
selected starting points to avoid selecting a locally optimal
solution. In the animal simulations, target behaviour was
defined as the mean response rate of the target group (either
WKY or SHR animals) across both FI and EXT blocks as
reported by Sagvolden et al. (1992). In the child simulations,
target behaviour was defined as the total response rate,
calculated as the summed number of responses within each
trial, of the target group (either controls or ADHD) across both
FI and EXT blocks as reported by Sagvolden et al. (1998).
During both the animal and child experiments each trial
begins immediately following reward delivery. Hence, behaviour
associated with reward consumption will contaminate the
reported response rates. We account for this by pulling a reward
consumption time, cr, fromanormal distribution (N(10,30) for the
animal simulation, and N(2,6) for the child simulation) during
which responses were blocked. Furthermore, as Gallistel and
Gibbon (2000) have demonstrated, the response rate scallop for
single trials differs markedly from the averaged response rate
scallop due to variability in trial timing.We accommodate this by
jittering the recorded responses for each trial forward or
backward in time according to that trial's reward consumption
time, the effect of which is illustrated in Fig. 8. If cr for a given trial
is less than themean reward consumption time, aswould be the
case when the subject consumed the reward and returned to the
task quickly, the response rate curve is adjusted backward
proportional to cr. If, on the hand, cr is greater than the mean
reward consumption time, aswouldbe the casewhen the subject
took aparticularly long time consuming the reward, the response
rate curve is adjusted forward in time proportional to cr.
The simulation results reported here follow the data
analysis procedures reported in Sagvolden et al. (1992) and
Sagvolden et al. (1998) as closely as possible. Because the state-
space does not include a representation of absolute time, only
temporal proportion, we define IRTs as either short or long.
Short IRTs are defined as consecutive non-terminal states,
st→st+1, in which a response was made at both st and st+1. All
states in which a response was made that do not meet this
criterion are considered long IRTs.
Finally, model comparison was carried out using the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) to balance the model fit,
quantified by the SSE, with the number of free parameters in
each model (Akaike, 1974). The AIC was calculated as:
AIC = 2k + n ln SSEð Þ½  ð2Þ
where k is the number of free parameters, and n is the number
of observations. Hence, lower AIC values indicate a better fit
between the model and empirical data after imposing a
penalty for each free parameter.
4.3. Temporal-difference learning model
In TD reinforcement learning, a learning agent selects actions
that maximize the discounted value of future rewards (Sutton
and Barto, 1998). Actions are selected based on a policy Qπ(s,a),
which is defined as the expected value of future rewards
discounted by the delay between the current state, s=st, and
the time of reward. A learning agent experiences the world by
transitioning among states in the environment. The agent learns
a value for each state/action pair it encounters by computing a
numerical discrepancy between the predicted outcome for a
given action in the current state and the actual outcome
whenever a state transition is made. This discrepancy, referred
to as a reward prediction error, can then be used tominimize the
difference betweenpredicted and actual outcomes. By improving
its ability to predict the outcome associated with a given state/
action theagent can learn toact in away thatmaximizes rewards
received over time (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
An on-policy method for learning an action policy Qπ(s,a)
generates a learning signal following each state transition.
When the agent enters state s=st+1, at which time it receives
reward r=rt+1 from the environment, the reward prediction
error is defined as:
δt = rt + 1 + γQ st + 1;at + 1ð Þ−Q st; atð Þ ð3Þ
where the discount factor, (0≤γ≤1), determines how near
sighted (γ→0) or far sighted (γ→1) the prediction error, and in
turn, learned state/action-values will be with respect to
expected outcomes. In short, the prediction error quantifies
the difference between what was expected to occur, Q(st,at),
and what actually occurred, rt+1+γQ(st+1,at+1).
In order to investigate the role of phasic dopamine signals
in ADHD, we scale the prediction error according to:
δωt =
ωþδt if δt > 0
ω−δt if δt < 0

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Fig. 8 – Impact of reward consumption and variable timing.
Unadjusted model response rate exhibits a response scallop
characteristic of single trial performance, with relatively little
activity until the approximate time of reward delivery. The
adjusted response rate scallop, averaged across trials with
reward consumption response blocking and corresponding
response rate jitter, more closely paralleled the averageWKY
response scallop.
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where 0≤ω+,ω−≤2. The scaled reward prediction error, δωt, was
then used to update the action policy:
Q st;atð Þ←Q st;atð Þ + αδωt ð5Þ
where the learning rate, (0≤α≤1), defines the rate at which
reward predictions can change.
A mechanism commonly used to improve learning effi-
ciency is an eligibility trace (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Rather
than update the value of a single state/action after each
transition, an eligibility trace provides a form of state
transition memory such that the set of all previously
encountered state/actions have their values updated after
each transition. A replacing eligibility trace is defined as:
e st;atð Þ = γλe st; atð Þ if s≠st;a≠at1 if s = st;a = at

ð6Þ
where (0≤γ≤1) is the discount factor previously discussed, and
(0≤λ≤1) is the eligibility trace decay rate. Traditionally, a state/
action's ‘memory’ is turned on whenever it is encountered by
setting its trace weight to one. Although the precise neural
mechanisms that support an eligibility trace are still unclear,
evidence suggests that a trace-likemechanism is facilitated by
the modulatory effects of dopamine on active neurons, with
highly active neurons assuming a larger trace strength (Bogacz
et al., 2007). Additionally, evidence from single cell recordings
in non-human primates has demonstrated that actions are
initiated if and only if neural activation levels reach a constant
threshold (Hanes and Schall, 1996). Since the neural activity
associated with non-response behaviour is likely to be
inconsistent and sub-threshold, only the response action
was endowed with an eligibility trace.5 Once on, the response
action's ‘memory’wanes as a function of transitions following
that action, decaying by a factor of γλ after each transition. In
this way, recent actions assume more of the praise (or blame)
when rewards (or punishments) are encountered and action-
values are updated accordingly. In order to employ an
eligibility trace, a slightly modified action-value update
equation is required, defined as:
Q st;atð Þ←Q st;atð Þ + αδωte st; atð Þ ð7Þ
where the set of all previously encountered response actions
have their values updated according to the eligibility trace
weights defined by e(s,a).
If the outcome of a state transition turns out better than
expected, then δt>0 and thevalue of the initial state/action,Q(st,
at) is increased such that its valuemore accurately predicts this
positive outcome. If, on the other hand, the observed value is
worse than expected, then δt<0 and the initial state/action-
value is decreased to compensate for its overly optimistic
prediction. Finally, if the value of the initial state/action
completelypredicts theobservedoutcome, then δt=0, indicating
that the situation iswell learned and no changes need bemade.
Hence, learning is facilitated by transferring values back from
rewarding state/actions to anticipatory ones. By chaining state/
action-values together in this way, TD learning is capable of
crediting actions and the temporal relationships between them
with the outcomes they produce.
Our proposed model operates on the environment previ-
ously outlined, attempting to learn the optimal response
behaviour. After each transition, a reward prediction error is
calculated as defined by Eq. (3). State values for all previously
encountered state/actions are then updated according to
Eq. (7). Action selection was determined according to a
Softmax probability function (Egelman et al., 1998; Sutton
and Barto, 1998). At each state, the model makes a binary
decision whether or not to make a single response, where the
probability of choosing to respond (a) or not (b) was computed
as:
P s; að Þ = e
β Q s;að Þ + θð Þ
eβ Q s;að Þ + θð Þ + eβQ s;bð Þ
ð8Þ
where β is the inverse temperature controlling the degree of
exploration, and θ is a response-bias value added to the
response action-value.
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